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Research and advice bureau INTRAVAL has performed the in-depth study, commissioned by the 
Research and Documentation Centre (WODC) of the Netherlands Ministry of Security and 
Justice, of the second measurement of the monitor that follows the developments after sharpening 
the coffee shop policy. The monitor consists of three measurements with which the Ministry of 
Security and Justice wants to map the developments of the coffee shop policy in 2014, 2015 and 
2016.  
 
During this in-depth study, we conducted mid 2016 ethnographic field study in five 
municipalities. For each municipality one or two hot spots were selected where drug-related 
nuisance occurs. The selection of these municipalities is based on the results of the first phase 
and the relevant issues that have emerged therefrom. The following three issues are involved: 1. 
upholding the Residence criterion; 2. displacement; and 3. Separation of markets. We 
investigated these issues based on local developments in coffee shop tourism, soft drugs tourism, 
soft drug related nuisance and illegal sales outside the coffee shop (by dealers on the streets and 
drug runners).  
 
In the five municipalities, seven hot spots around coffee shops were established in consultation 
with local experts, and the ethnographic field research was specified. In the five communities, we 
interviewed 35 experts in total. In addition, we had 105 informal conversations with street 
dealers, local business owners, coffee shop visitors, residents, loitering people and passers-by in 
the hot spots, we conducted 221 surveys among residents and business owners and 188 surveys 
among (soft) drug users, and carried out 221 observations. 
 
Coffee shop tourism 
Coffee shop tourism occurs in three of the five targeted municipalities. The common 
denominator of these municipalities is that they are all adjacent to the national border. In the two 
targeted municipalities on the eastern border, about half of the visitors of the coffee shops in the 
hot spots are from Germany. However, there is hardly any nuisance. In a municipality in the 
South, the number of coffee shop tourists in the hot spots is also relatively high. Nuisance there is 
mainly limited to noise.  
 
In the municipality at the southern border, coffee shop tourism declined significantly in recent 
years. Before the Residence criterion was introduced, coffee shops attracted many foreign 
visitors. Since its introduction, this number has declined significantly, and it is still gradually 
declining. Non-residents are not allowed in the coffee shops. Coffee shop tourism is in fact not 
present anymore.  
 
Illegal sales and (soft) drug tourism 
In all five targeted municipalities illegal soft and/or hard drug trade occurs. In three of them, the 
illegal market in the hot spots is small and barely visible. In the other two municipalities - one in 
the South and one in the East of the country - the illegal sales of soft drugs are clearly present and 
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define the scene. In these two border municipalities, illegal sales have decreased, but they are still 
prominently visible. The police in both border municipalities actively combat illegal soft drug 
trade in the streets. In the municipality on the southern border, these efforts and the sharp decline 
in coffee tourists, reduced nuisance at the hot spots significantly. However, illegal trade is still 
present. In the large municipality at the eastern border, the problems in the hot spots appear to be 
unrelated to the locally based coffee shops, but related to the illegal trade of drugs in the streets 
and out of buildings. In the first hot spot, hard drugs are sold, and the dealers also offer soft 
drugs. In the other hot spot, almost exclusively hard drugs are sold, these deals take place in 
buildings, which are mainly visited by German drug tourists. 
 
Soft drug related nuisance and street dealers and drug runners 
In the five targeted municipalities, we see two forms of soft drug related nuisance: that caused by 
street dealers and drug runners, and that caused by loitering youth. The nuisance is not only 
related to the presence of soft drugs tourism, but also to the trade in hard drugs. In two of the five 
municipalities - the large border municipalities in the South and in the East of the Netherlands - 
the most prominent form of nuisance is that caused by drug runners and street dealers. In the 
large municipality at the southern border, the trade on the streets in the hot spots has become 
more evident due to the decline in coffee shop tourism. In the other three municipalities nuisance 
seems primarily related to loitering youth.  
 
Residence criterion, displacement and separation of markets 
In one municipality at the southern border, the introduction of the Residence criterion reduced 
coffee shop tourism. In the other southern border municipality, coffee shop tourism has increased 
again after the suspension of the Residence criterion. Despite the opposing movement in coffee 
shop tourism, residents in both municipalities experience a decrease in the nuisance caused by 
illegal sales of soft drugs on the streets. The developments are among others related to the local 
enforcement capacity. 
 
Displacement: the street dealers and drug runners we spoke to in the large border municipality in 
the East of the Netherlands, partially come from the Randstad. They are also familiar with places 
and coffee shops in southern municipalities. The local experts in the southern municipalities 
indicate that some of the active dealers there come/came from the Randstad. 
 
In the separation of the markets, we have to distinguish between demand and supply. Where 
demand is concerned, we see that consumers in the five municipalities primarily buy cannabis at 
coffee shops. They possibly buy from street dealers who primarily sell cannabis, but also supply 
hard drugs. Where supply is concerned, soft drugs are primarily sold by coffee shops and dealers. 
Street dealers primarily sell soft drugs, but they can also deliver hard drugs. Hard drug users buy 
their hard drugs from dealers who predominantly offer hard drugs. 
 


